Butterfly Fairy Garden

In this kit you will find:
- Glass mason jar
- LED lights
- Butterfly/flower stickers
- Spanish Moss
- Faux grass stone
- Various wooden skewers
- Mini clothespins
- Tape
- Glue
- Wire
- Label

Use the supplies included to create your own butterfly fairy garden!
Use other items to create a unique scene, such as mini-figurines, plants, or turn your jar into a nightlight!

Tips:
- Use the tooth picks to create stands in the “grass stone.”
- Stick your butterfly stickers together around a stand to create a double-sided view (use glue to help secure them).
- Use the wire and clothes pins to hang mini pictures.

- Be sure to remove the clear strip from the LED lights battery pack if it is still there.
- Tape the battery pack to the underside of the jar lid.
- Twist or wind your lights to help reduce bulk.


Read the instructions on the tube before using the super glue.
Do not ingest.